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Abstract: We study the problem of unique
and stable self-assembling mesh nanostructure
from short chains of molecules.
Although
the motivation comes from coiled-coil protein
molecules, our results are applicable also to
other molecules like DNA. We abstract the
problem to a more general problem of periodic
stable and non-ambiguous embedding of n klink chains into a mesh. The interaction between the individual chain links is defined by
an interaction matrix M . In the paper we first
bound the number of different interaction matrices and then design an algorithm to check
whether the set of chains defined by the matrix M uniquely and stably self-assemble into a
mesh structure. Our experimental results show
that for k = 2 and n = 4 there is no such embedding.
Index Terms: origami, chains, nanostructures, molecular structures, self-assembly, embedding, mesh

1. Introduction
anostructures have potential use in
fields including biomedicine,
chemistry, molecular electronics, tissue engineering, material science and others. Therefore a simple and cost effective production of
nanustructures is in high demand. A possible
way to produce the nanostructure is to use simpler molecules that automatically assemble into
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a desired nanostructure. Particularly appealing
are simple linear chain-like structures that selfassemble. An example of such self-assembly is
presented in [1] where the chain structure automatically assembles into a tetrahedron.
Originally the first choice to form chains
was to use DNA molecules [2, 3, 4], however the
construction of chains is not limited to DNA,
but can also involve other molecules such as
peptides. Recently additional interest in use of
peptides was raised by the study of so called
coiled-coil structures (e.g. [5, 6, 7]). Moreover
by extending the set of possible chain links in
[8] the coiled-coil structures became even more
practical.
One can form a number of topologically
different nanostructures. For example in [9]
authors describe how to form besides a tetrahedron also a four-sided pyramid and triangular prism first theoretically and later also experimentally. Another example is [10], where
authors study a possibility of self-assembly of
cages. For this reason they describe how to assemble spheres and later hexagonal networks.
In this contribution we would like to create
a plane, that is a planar quadrilateral mesh.
Moreover we want to use simple k-link chains
which will self assemble unambiguously into
such a mesh.
In the next section we give the basic definitions which are followed by the definition of an
interaction matrix and estimation of the number of different matrices. The subsequent sections first present the recursive algorithm that
checks if chains defined through an interaction
matrix unambiguously form a stable mesh and
then we give some practical results.

2. Notation and Definitions
We will introduce notation and definitions
through simple examples by appropriate abstraction. First, in Figure 1 is presented a part

a mesh. For example, consider the very central
vertex and its four neighbours: N, E, S, and W.
Take any of them and observe that it is connected to the other three through the chains.
For example, the red chain connects W and S,
while one instance of the blue chain connects
N and W and the other S and E. Finally, the N
and E are connected via both blue instances and
the bottom left red instance of a chain. This
connection is particularly important as it binds
an otherwise broken direct connection between
N and E.
3. Interaction Matrix

Figure 1: Quadrilateral mesh made of two
chains.
of infinite quadrilateral mesh consisting of periodically repeating instances of blue and red
chains. In general we consider n chains with
links vi = vi,1 vi,2 ...vi,k (i = 1..n). Besides individual links have also orientation either vi,j or
−vi,j . In this paper we will limit ourselves to
n = 2 k = 4-link chains, although the results
can be generalized to an arbitrary n and k.
Each of chains appears in several instances
that are embedded in a mesh. We will later
require additional properties for embedding
(uniqueness and non-ambiguity), which permit
us to study only periodic embeddings. On
the other hand the periodic embedding permits
us to consider only limited size mesh of size
2r × 2r.
The embedding of chains in Figure 1 is stable, because:
• every horizontal and vertical section is
covered by exactly two chain links; and
• at no vertex t there exists a partition of
its neighbors into two subsets that are not
connected through one of the chains.
If the first property is trivial, the second one
guarantees that there will appear no holes in

Individual chain links can interact or not. The
interaction means that they bind and can be
jointly embedded in a horizontal or vertical
mesh segment. For example in on the top vertical segment in the centre of Figure 1 red link
11 and blue link 14 interact. Furthermore, the
chains in Figure 1 have an orientation which is
denoted with the arrows. It turns out, that in
this case all links interact if they have the same
(positive) orientation, which does not need to
be the case always.
In general, we can define an interaction matrix M of size 2nk × 2nk describing an interaction between individual chain links (value 1) or
a lack of it (value 0). The factor 2 in the size
is there because we have to consider both link
orientations. The matrix M is symmetric.
It is left to the reader to verify that the
following interaction matrix defines the chains
in Figure 1:
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The rows and columns are labeled v1,1 ...v1,4 ,
v2,1 ...v2,4 , −v1,1 ... − v1,4 , and −v2,1 ... − v2,4 .
from top to bottom and from left to right respectively.

in Figure 2 where blue and red are instances of

4. Generating Interaction Matrices
Since an interaction matrix fully describes interactions between chain links it also defines
how they will embed in the quadrilateral mesh.
Consequently, we will have to generate all feasible matrices and for each one check whether
it yields a valid embedding. The trivial time
complexity of the process is O(µ(nk)f (n, k)),
where µ(nk) denotes the number of feasible interaction matrices and f (n, k) time to verify
whether n k-link chains properly embed in a
mesh. In this section we will estimate the number of feasible matrices. A matrix is feasible if
it generates chain structures that can be stably
and unambiguously embedded in a quadrilateral mesh.
In the most trivial solution we could generate every possible matrix and check if it generates the required chains. However, as we will
show it is easy to put additional restrictions
on matrix generation to avoid disallowed chain
structures. We conclude the section with a brief
description of the matrix generation algorithm
and estimation on the upper bound number of
feasible matrices.
4.1

Necessary Properties

First observe, that the interaction matrix M
is a permutation matrix because each row contains exactly one 1. Would it contain none, this
link would not interact with any other link, and
would there be two ones the link could interact with two other links introducing an ambiguity. Next, M is also symmetric (Mi,j = Mj,i ),
because the interaction between links is mutual and finally the interaction also remains unchanged if we invert orientation in both links
Mi,j = Mj,i = Mi,j = Mj,i , where i is the index of the inverted link. It is easy to verify that
i = (i + nk) mod 2nk. Informally, vi = −vi .
Furthermore, the diagonal elements have to
be 0, as if Mi,i = 1 this would lead us into an inherently ambiguous embedding. An example is

Figure 2: Since M2,2 = 1 we can generate either left or right embedding.
the same chain, with M2,2 = 1. Consequently
we can generate either a left or right embedding, which leads us to ambiguity.
We state the last two properties for case
n = 2, although they can be generalized to
general n. In the previous section we defined
the stability property which ensures that the
embedding does not permit holes in the mesh
or even breaking into pieces – i.e. if there is
no interaction between links of chains v1 and
v2 , the embedding will fall apart. Finally, one
can always invert the orientation of chains and
appropriately change entries in M .
4.2

An Algorithm

The generation algorithm is based on the permutation matrix generation algorithm with an
additional property to respect the limitations
mentioned in the previous subsection. The simplified pseudo code is presented in Algorithm
1. The function initially takes as an argument
a 2nk × 2nk matrix filled with zeros. It then
systematically generates all feasible matrices respecting limitations from subsection 4.1. Obviously, to output a single matrix it takes Θ(nk)

Algorithm 1 Generation of interaction matrices.
1: function generateMatrices(InteractMatrix M )
2:
if each row contains 1 then
3:
if chains are connected with each other then
4:
if no matrix equivalent to M is saved then
5:
save M
6:
return
7:
i ← first row that does not contain 1
8:
for all columns j 6= i that do not contain 1 do
9:
changes:
10:
M [i][j] = 1; M [j][i] = 1
11:
M [i][j] = 1; M [j][i] = 1
12:
generateMatrices(M )
13:
revert changes

time. However, we can show that the change of
one matrix into another takes O(1) amortized
time. It remains to limit the number of feasible
matrices based on properties described in the
previous subsection.
Let the dimension of the matrix be x × x.
Because of requirement Mi,j = Mi,j = Mj,i =
Mj,i , we can put 1 on x − 2 positions and each
time reduce the size of the matrix to (x − 4) ×
(x − 4). On the other hand, putting 1 on a
position with i = j reduces the size to (x −
2) × (x − 2). This brings us to the following
recurrent estimate on the number of matrices:

F (x) =



1


 1

x=0
x=2


F (x − 2)+




(x − 2)F (x − 4) otherwise.

Unfortunately we could not find a closed form
of the equation, but for our case, when n = 2
and k = 4 F (16) = 5937.
The generated matrices also include those
with no interaction between the chains. For two
chains there are F 2 ( x2 ) such matrices and in our
case this is 625. Finally, we exclude matrices
with inverted links, which brings us to the final
number of feasible matrices that is 767.
5. Embedding of Chains
In the previous sections we introduced the notion of chains and defined the possible mutual
interactions of chain links through the interaction matrix M . Moreover, we presented how we
generate feasible matrices, while in this section
we show how we check whether chains defined

through M can self-assemble in a mesh. At the
end of the section we present empirical results
that answer negatively for n = 4, k = 2 and a
quadrilateral mesh.
5.1

Required Embedding Properties

The self-assembly of chain instances in a mesh
form is equivalent to a problem of embedding
chain instances into a mesh under three constraints we already mentioned. The first one
is stable embedding (see section 2), which disallows the appearance of holes in a mesh or
even breaking it into pieces. Obviously one can
always in O(1) per link check whether the embedding is stable.
The second constraint we need to respect
is uniqueness of embedding, which means that
an interaction matrix can not produce two different embeddings up to mirroring and rotation. This constraints comes from the requirement that embedding self-assembles in one single way.
The last requirement introduces the third
constraint about periodicity. The periodicity
comes as a natural simplification as we want
our embedding to be the same anywhere in a
mesh. This requirement permits us to study
an embedding on a smaller finite part of the
quadrilateral mesh of size r × r. We name this
piece of mesh a tile, using with which we can
tile the whole plane. However, for technical
reasons we need to extend a tile for e units on
all sides to properly treat the boundaries.
5.2

Embedding and Matrix Evaluation

In the previous section we described the process
of interaction matrix generation. Each matrix
is then used to check whether chains it defines
properly embed in a quadrilateral mesh. The
process of embedding can end in one of the
following situations:
Impossible: the chains can not embed in an
infinite quadrilateral mesh.
Unstable: the formed embedding is not stable
as described in Section 2.
Ambiguous: there are two possible embeddings of the same set of chains.

Valid: the chains properly embed in a quadrilateral mesh.
The embedding algorithm (see Algorithm 2)
performs an exhaustive search by checking for
Algorithm 2 Evaluation of interaction matrices.
1: function evaluate(IntMatrix M, ChainStruct C)
2:
c ← C.findFreeLink() //current link to connect
//recursion stop condition:
3:
if c does not exist then
4:
if !C.checkStability() then
5:
return unstable
6:
if no valid structure exists then
7:
save C as valid structure
8:
return valid
9:
if valid structure is equivalent to C then
10:
return valid
11:
return ambiguous
//branching loop and recursive call:
12:
candidates ← C.findCandidates(c, M)
13:
candidates + = appropriate link from
C.newOppositeChain(c, M)
14:
validFound ← false
15:
for all candidate in candidates do
16:
if C.connectEmbed(c, candidate, M) then
17:
rval ← evaluate(M, C, S)
18:
VS.revertConnectEmbed()
19:
if rval == valid then
20:
solutionFound ← true
21:
if C.distanceToCentre(c) >= r then
22:
return valid
23:
else if rval == ambiguous
or rval == unstable then
24:
return rval
25:
26:
27:

if validFound == true then
return valid
return impossible

a given interaction matrix M what kind of embedding it permits. It is a recursive algorithm
that takes as an argument an interaction matrix
M and structure describing the current embedding C, extends the C for one element, and recursively calls itself. The extension is performed
until the area of one r ×r tile is completely embedded or further embedding is not possible. In
the later case the embedding is impossible. In
the former case the algorithm checks whether
the embedding is valid, unstable or ambiguous.
The last one occurs when the same interaction
matrix M can produce two different stable embeddings.
The structure C consists of instances of
chains, which links are either free (not con-

nected to other links), connected but not embedded, or connected and embedded. In the
extension step we take one unconnected link
(see line 2 in Algorithm 2) at a distance of at
most r + e from the centre, and try to connect
it with another unconnected link in C (for loop
in line 15). Finally, the embedding is done in a
lazy fashion which means that we check if connecting two links fixes the structure sufficiently
that we need to embed some more of its links.
Note, that in the extension step for each free
link we also try to add a new chain.
There are some possible simple improvements of the algorithm that do not change its
asymptotic complexity, but do improve practical execution time. For example, since we are
considering a quadrilateral mesh there can be
4, 12, 20, 28, 36, 44 link pairs on distances 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. Consequently, we can
not add new chains in the extension step if too
many free links are already in C.
To estimate an asymptotic upper bound on
the running time of algorithm observe, that we
are working on the area of a single tile only, indeed an extended for e. This gives us an area
with a radius R = r + e containing 4R2 links,
which is also the depth of the recursion. Moreover, in each extension step the number of can2
2
didate links is bounded by 4R8 = R2 .
In the extension step we first search for the
candidate links which takes O(R2 ) time. On
the other hand, because we deploy a lazy embedding it takes O(1) amortized time per link,
which is subsumed by the search time for the
candidate. Finally, on one hand the extension
step time depends on n and k, and on the other
hand so does R. However, since we fixed them
to n = 2 and k = 4 in this analysis we consider only R – the area to perform an exhaustive
search.
This brings us to the final upper bound on
the running time of our algorithm
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Empirical Results

We ran the algorithm on all 767 feasible interaction matrices generated for n = 2 and k = 4.

N
t[ms]
tmax [ms]
σ

impossible

unstable

ambiguous

valid

466
4
10
2

223
180
11000
850

78
1, 1 × 106
1, 9 × 107
3.5 × 106

0
-

ding. Moreover, the algorithm found for the
interaction matrix presented in Section 3 the
embedding shown in Figure 1, but we knew also
of embedding in Figure 3 from the same inter-

Table 1: Results for n = 2, k = 4, r = 3, and
e = 1.
Table 1 gives the summary of results for the
3 × 3 tiles with e = 1. The first row reports
that we found no matrix producing valid embedding. Moreover, we found that 466 matrices
do not define a possible embedding, 223 define
unstable embedding, and 78 define ambiguous
embeddings.
Table also presents the maximum time
(tmax ) and average time (t) with standard deviation (σ) to realize what kind of embedding
defines interaction matrix M . The figures show
that realizing that an embedding is not possible is computed in the shortest time, while the
time to realize that the embedding is ambiguous takes a few orders of magnitude more time.
This is somehow understandable as in this case
we find two embeddings and we need to compute that they are different.
6. Conclusion
The paper presents a problem of unambiguous
self-assembling of chains into a quadrilateral
mesh. We transformed the problem into a problem of embedding of chains into the mesh. To
define the interaction between chain links we
introduced an interaction matrix. Besides being unambiguous the embedding must also be
stable and periodic.
To solve the problem we designed two algorithms, the first one generates feasible interaction matrices and the second one tries to embed
chains defined by the matrix into a quadrilateral mesh. The later algorithm performs a lazy
exhaustive search which has inherently an exponential running time in the number of chains
and their length.
We empirically evaluated algorithms on two
chains each consisting of four links. Such problem admits 767 feasible interaction matrices.
Our search was limited to tiles of radius 3. The
search found no matrix defining a valid embed-

Figure 3: Known embedding of two chains with
an interaction matrix from Section 3.
action matrix. Due to exponential time complexity also the running time of the algorithm
becomes unpractical for longer chains.
In the future we would like to empirically study longer chains which require bigger
tiles. Consequently we will probably need to replace deterministic exponential algorithm with
a faster heuristic algorithm. On the other hand
a better theoretical modeling could also lead to
a better understanding of the possible solution.
In particular as tiling problem is a well studied
problem.
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